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SOFA,
SO GOOD
Looking for the perfect sofa?
Let the team at Camellia & Co help you.

W

ith a laid back style that comes
from living by the sea, the
team at Camellia & Co is well
known for creating beautiful,
luxury and contemporary interiors for
coastal homes.
Creative Director Elaine Skinner has
now launched a fantastic new range of
British-made sofa and armchair designs, all
upholstered in elegant British fabrics.
A core range of 40 styles will be available
in over one hundred beautiful, durable,
handpicked fabrics “so there’s bound to be a
style that suits your lifestyle!” laughs Elaine.
With an established reputation for selecting
the finest quality upholstered furniture for
their bespoke interior projects, Camellia has
been commissioning bespoke furniture for
many years. Following numerous requests
from clients, Camellia & Co decided that it
was the perfect time to launch their very own
inspirational range. The result? A beautiful
collection of well-made, yet affordable sofas
and armchairs, chosen to suit the unique and
varied coastal living styles found in Cornwall.
In fact, each style is named after a Cornish
town and each fabric carries
a Cornish street name.

Skilled carpenters,
upholsterers and craftsmen
all ensure that each piece is made
exactly to your requirements, creating
beautiful and comfortable pieces. Each are
hallmarked by a handmade, solid kiln-dried
wood frame and hand assembled in the UK
to ensure ultimate stability and longevity.
All fabrics are hand-cut to allow precise
pattern matching that is complemented
by quality sewing. What’s more, every
seat pad can be chosen from a range of
three options – Reflex foam, hollow fibre
or luxuriously soft Hungarian feather
wrapped foam – ensuring the highest level
of comfort. And with their customary
eye for detail, Camellia offer yet more
customisation options with a range of feet
as well as trims.
A free white glove delivery service is
included, ensuring your perfect sofa arrives
in immaculate condition to your home
within six to eight weeks.
With a selection of models to test in
Camellia’s Truro and Rock showrooms,
with all of the fabric samples, prices and
data sheets that you could need, why not
drop in and take a look for yourself?

CAMELLIA & CO

63 Fairmantle Street, Truro TR1 2EG
01872 248952
www.camelliainteriors.co.uk
Find more like this: www.cornwall-living.co.uk

é ABOVE
The ‘Altarnum’
sofa with foam
and fibre
seat pads
è RIGHT
Camellia invokes
the Cornish
coast without
resorting to
design clichés
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é INSET
Camellia’s sofas
deliver quality
craftsmanship and
attention to detail

There’s bound to
be a style that suits
your lifestyle!

